Quantitative Hedge-Funds and Strategies: Myths and Realities

Quantitative strategies which, at certain points in recent history, have generated positive returns for investors are reviewed. These are: (1) statistical arbitrage, (2) long volatility/variance, (3) commodities yield-curve trading and (4) ETF arbitrage and high-frequency trading. The profitability of these quantitative strategies will be analyzed across the economic cycle. The conclusion is that, aside from (3), "quant" strategies are appropriate when markets are volatile and "trend-less". In contrast, commodity yield-curve strategies work well in trending markets, particularly when trending to the upside. Following this, the broader question of profitability of hedge-funds is addressed. Some myths and realities associated with them are discussed, and, in particular, empirical findings which predict the overall size of the hedge-fund industry compared with all investments.
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